MONROE LOCATION: 19505 Hwy 2
Monroe, WA 98272 / 360-794-6745
BONNEY LAKE LOCATION: 21121 Hwy 410
Bonney Lake, WA 98391 / 253-862-6822

FREE PROJECTS available at www.bfranklincrafts.com
Flowered Flute Centerpiece

Designed by Kathleen George - Project Courtesy of The Dow Chemical Company
This delicate centerpiece is a beautiful addition for a bridal shower or wedding. For
a really special effect, try a grouping of mismatched goblets and flutes and select
ribbons that coordinate with the color and theme of the wedding. You may find that
the size of the foam ball and amount of ribbon used will vary according to the size of
the goblet or flute you use.
MATERIALS NEEDED
STYROFOAM* Brand Products:
Ball, 4" (or size that fits the top of your glass container)
OTHER MATERIALS:
Wide-mouth flute or sherbet glass
Ribbon (note: ribbon is subject to stock on hand):
1-1/2" sheer ombre purple/violet nylon edge ribbon:
- 24" for ruffle (or twice the circumference of the ball)
- 14" - 18" for each gathered rose (model used four roses)
1" green wired ribbon, 12"
1" ombre purple/violet wired ribbon, 12"
1" purple satin ribbon, 1 yd.
1-1/2" pink nylon edge ribbon, 12"
Straight pins
Needle
Thread, coordinating color
INSTRUCTIONS:
Download pattern here. The pattern is a PDF file. To view it, you need to have Adobe Acrobat Reader installed on
your computer. If you don't have it on your computer, click here to download it for free.
1. Sew a running stitch with 1/8" seam down the center of 24" length of sheer ombre ribbon. Pull the thread,
gathering the ribbon, until the length equals the circumference of the ball. Pin ruffle around the center of the ball;
place ball in glass so the ruffle rests on the outside of the glass. (If you are using a different size glass and ball,
measure the circumference of the balls, and use double this measurement for the ribbon length.)
2. To make roses, cut a 14" - 18" length of sheer ombre ribbon, and gather down the center as in Step 1. Pull
gathers tightly, keeping darker shade on one side. Stitch center of ribbon to secure gathers. The darker half will be
the center of the flower; fold over the lighter half so it surrounds the center. Pin flower onto ball.
3. Make wired ribbon rose for the top of ball. Cut a 14" - 18" length ombre purple wired ribbon. Expose wire at both
ends and gather ribbon tightly in the center (don't pull the wire, as it may break); see Diagram 1. Wrap extra wire
around each end of the ribbon to keep ribbon gathered; see Diagram 2. Following Diagram 3, fold down one corner
and wrap with wire. Roll this end twice along the gathered edge; sew in place. Continue rolling, securing each row
with a whipstitch, until rose forms a spiral pattern (Diagram 5). At end, fold raw edge to the back and whipstitch in
place. Bend and fold back outer edges of the petals to form a more realistic rose. Pin center of rose to the top of the
ball.
4. Embellish with ribbon leaves. Following Diagram 1, fold over corner on 2-1/2" length of 1" green wired ribbon.

Fold down top point and stitch in place to secure (Diagram 2). Gather other end slightly (Diagram 3). Completed
leaf should look like Diagram 4. Pin in place on ball.
5. Make bows from purple satin ribbon and pink sheer ribbon; pin to ball to fill in any gaps. Trim ribbon ends as
needed.
Project reprinted courtesy of the Dow Chemical Company, Manufacturer of Genuine STYROFOAM(R) Brand
Foam. For more free project ideas, please visit www.styrofoamcrafts.com.

